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THE CENTRIPETAL FORCE

A frequent mistake is to associate guiding force to centripetal force although they
vary in nature and thus have nothing in common. Therefore they should not be confused.
What then defines a centripetal force?

Definition
Centripetal means «that brings closer to a center». A force is said to be centripetal
when its action brings a mass closer to a center. Where should this center be located? In
physics, this term may have two different meanings.

Finding the center…
When a mass describes a circular trajectory, the center is obviously the one of the
circle this mass describes.
In the case of a bend taken by a car, the action of a centripetal force should lead to
a steady decrease of the radius’ length until it reaches zero. The car would then describe a
spiral-shaped trajectory ending in the center in question. Obviously this is never the case.
In the second definition, which goes beyond circular movement, the center in
question is a center of mass, which in physics means a virtual point useful in describing
certain phenomena.
For instance, the phenomenon of gravitation can be described as an attraction
between two centers of mass. This definition supposes the existence of a force operating
at a distance.
Amongst the four fundamental physical forces that guide the Universe, only two
meet this criterion, namely electromagnetic force and gravitational force. So their actions
can be qualified as being centripetal – but they are the only ones.

Only two kinds of centripetal force…
An electromagnetic force operates at a distance during a chemical reaction. It allows
a heavy atom to capture one or several lighter atoms to form a molecule. Its action can
therefore be described as centripetal.
For instance, when oxygen atoms come into contact with hydrogen atoms, each
oxygen atom attracts and captures two hydrogen atoms to form a molecule of water.
Gravitational force is the other force that operates at a distance. Its action is also
centripetal hence its name.
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This can be verified by dropping an object on the ground. In its fall, the object gets
closer to the center of mass of Earth which attracts it.
The same sort of attraction maintains Earth in orbit around the Sun: the mass of the
Sun gives off a force that diverts Earth’s trajectory. If this force did not exist, Earth would
leave the Solar system. And if Earth’s speed was zero, it would immediately head off to the
Sun.

Diagrammatic representation of the Earth’s rotation around the Sun
Earth describes a circular trajectory (blue arrow) because of the force generated by the Sun’s mass
(red arrow). This is centripetal force. If it did not exist, Earth’s trajectory would be a straight line (green arrow).

Expressing centripetal force…
How to express centripetal force?
Centripetal force is expressed thanks to the relation discovered by Isaac Newton to
explain the Moon’s rotation around Earth, then that of Earth around the Sun:
F = M V2 / R (1)
Let us note that this relation can express only two forces: centripetal force, or,
reasoning by analogy, guiding force (see ADILCA file ‘‘guiding force’’).

Centrifugal force and Centripetal force…
Centrifugal and centripetal force are often presented as inseparable. This simplistic
reasoning rests on the two following confusions.
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1. The first confusion stems from poor understanding of the concept of centrifugal
force. Centrifugal force being an imaginary force, it only appears in partial descriptions that
leave out any mention of real movement. What is it all about?
In this description, entirely different from the former, one must assume that Earth
ceases to orbit around the Sun and remains motionless in space. Subject to gravitational
force, Earth would immediately head off to the Sun until it reaches it, unless an imaginary
force equal in magnitude and opposite in direction came to prevent it! That imaginary force
is centrifugal force! But this description is truncated because it implies that Earth stops
orbiting around the Sun (2).
2. The second confusion stems from a poor understanding of Isaac Newton’s third
law which goes: «To every action there is always an equal and opposite reaction» (3).
Indeed this reaction exists, but how and where does it manifest itself?
Consider again the description of movement within the Solar system and the relation
between the Sun and Earth: the Sun generates a force that acts from a distance and keeps
Earth on a circular orbit. This is centripetal force.
The Law of reciprocity as set out by Newton allows us to deduce that Earth attracts
the Sun with a force of equal intensity as the one keeping it on its orbit, but in opposite
direction. This very real force exerts on the Sun’s gravity center, but has nothing to do with
centrifugal force, which indeed shouldn’t even be brought up in this description!
Why is it that only Earth changes its trajectory, leaving the Sun entirely insensitive to
this force? The explanation lies in the Sun’s mass being over 300,000 times greater than
Earth’s. Taking advantage of this imbalance, the Sun lays down the law which Earth can
only comply with (4).
In a word, it is essential to dissociate the two descriptions, and thus the two forces:
one is very real whereas the other is fictitious and appears only in the case of an imaginary
description (see ADILCA file ‘‘centrifugal force’’)!

Three fundamental differences…
Let us get back to Earth: is the guiding force (that is requested by a car driver to
negotiate a bend) a centripetal force?
Let us examine step by step the characteristics of guiding force:
1. This force does not act at a distance, it is a contact force.
2. This force does not impact the center of the mass of the car but acts at the
circumference of the tires of the steering wheels.
3. The car never gets closer to the center of its trajectory: it is only diverted from a
straight line trajectory.
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Those three fundamental reasons enable us to conclude quite definitely that guiding
force is in no way centripetal.
Quod erat demonstrandum!

Conclusion
One must face the facts: when it comes to cars, there are no such things as
centrifugal or centripetal forces!

(1) According to the International System of Units (SI) compulsory in United States since 1964, in United
Kingdom since 2004, the mass should be expressed in kilograms (symbol kg), speed in meters per second
(m.s-1) and radius of the trajectory in meters (m). Dimension obtained is kilograms-meters per square second
(kg.m.s-2) which characterizes the force unit, newton (N).
(2) This truncated description is said to be ‘‘static’’ as opposed to the actual description, said to be ‘‘dynamic’’.
About hazards in applying too loosely this way of thinking (here this would imply there were no more
seasons!), see ADILCA file ‘‘Cessac & Tréherne’’.
(3) Beware of instruction manuals! This law can only be applied to real forces, never to fictional ones. This
means that in an imaginary description, there is no reaction.
(4) Mass of the Sun (S): 2 x 1030 kg; mass of Earth (E): 6 x 1024 kg; ratio S/E = 1/3 x 106.
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